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Part of Chapter 28

28. EQUAL PROTECTION UNDER THE LAW CANCELS
YOUR BANK LOAN
Why is equal protection so important? What does equal protection mean? Equal
protection is defined as a constitutional guarantee wherein no person or class of people
shall be denied the same equal protections of the law enjoyed by other persons and the
enforcement of contracts. Remember, under the law, a corporation is treated like a
person. Concealing the economic effect of stealing and counterfeiting denies equal
protection. Never forget that an agreement or contract is a mutual agreement, and you
cannot have mutual agreement without full disclosure.
Pretend for a moment that nonbankers and bankers had equal protection under the
law, and that the written bank loan agreement showed full disclosure so nonbankers
could fully understand the agreement. If this were true, and the bank paid the debt it
owed in obtaining the promissory note, your debt would be canceled. Under equal
protection, if the bank used your first promissory note to fund the check, would they not
then have to accept a second promissory note with no interest and no lien to discharge
the first one? Under equal protection under the law, if the bank recorded the first
promissory note as a loan from you to the bank, would not the bank then have to repay
you the principal and interest you paid them to receive “its equivalent in kind?” Under
equal protection under the law, if the bank can create non-legal tender money and spend
it, why can’t we do the same. If the bank accepted money we created to issue a bank loan
check, would they not then have to accept more to discharge the first alleged bank loan?

Visit http://www.BankHonesty.com today to learn more and to get your own copy of America’s Hope.
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Disclaimer
People reselling the Top Secret Banker’s Manual and books one and two may offer consulting services
and/or other products. Please be aware that Tom Schauf has no partners and that anyone you contract
with for consultations or other services is acting as an independent agent. Tom Schauf has no control
over what other people offer you as consultations, comments, advice, information or products. Tom
Schauf is not liable for what these others may offer or the results thereof.
Notice: Mr. Schauf trained, hired and paid an individual(s) who signed an agreement(s) of
confidentiality to write for Mr. Schauf. The agreement prohibited the individual(s) from writing
commercially for others on Mr. Schauf’s subject without Mr. Schauf’s written permission. After
receiving the material, this party then refused to edit or write and wrote to Mr. Schauf explaining they
would not honor the agreement and would use the money to wrote commercially for another.
This information in his book and in this computer document is exclusively Mr. Schauf’s property. It is
illegal to make a derivative of this copyright. Please help us by informing us of any derivatives of this
copyright.
Thank you for taking the time to read this. When you purchase Tom’s books, your purchase helps fund
us to help cancel your bank loans, balance the budget, cut personal income taxes to zero, and keep all
our Constitutional rights.
It will take more than money to win our freedom. It will take you helping us get brochures and cassette
takes copied and distributed and allowing people to borrow your two books, Volumes I and II.
We hope you will become a distributor, selling this book and cassette tapes and helping Tom Schauf
get on the radio and educate America. More information is in the books.
www.BankHonesty.com

Also, please print off the new brochure and pass it out to your friends!
http://www.bankhonesty.com/brochure.pdf for the brochure. Help in the cause.
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